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ABSTRACT
The Internet is an ever-growing ecosystem with diverse soft-
ware and hardware applications deployed in numerous coun-
tries around the globe. This heterogenous structure, how-
ever, is reduced to a homogenous means of addressing servers,
i.e., their IP address. Due to this, analyzing different Inter-
net services for vulnerabilities at scale is easy, leading to
many researcher focusing on large-scale detection of many
types of flaws. On the other hand, the persons responsible
for the administration of said services are as heterogenous
as the Internet architecture itself: be it in spoken languages
or knowledge of technical details of the services.

The notification of vulnerable services has long been treated
as a side note in research. Recently, the community has fo-
cussed more not only the detection of flaws, but also on the
notification of affected parties. These works, however, only
analyze a small segment of the problem space. Hence, in
this paper, we investigate the issues encountered by the pre-
vious works and provide a number of future directions for
research, ultimately aiming to allow for an easier means of
notifying affected parties about vulnerabilities at scale.

Introduction
The last years of research have produced a multitude of tools
which allow us to analyze large numbers of services for differ-
ent types of vulnerabilities. These range from infrastructure-
level flaws such as Heartbleed [2] or NTP amplification vul-
nerabilities to application-level bugs such as Client-Side Cross-
Site Scripting. While most of the research has primarily
focussed on means of detecting such bugs at scale, little
attention has been given to the process of effectively no-
tifying affected parties. In the last year, this new area of
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the research space has been partially explored by both our
own work [6] and the work of others [1, 4]. These works,
however, only investigated a small fraction of the problem
space. More precisely, they have shown that using the cur-
rent infrastructure available to researchers, it is not feasible
to conduct notifications at scale. Therefore, in this paper
we analyze the problem space in more detail and highlight
which technical and human factors come into play when try-
ing to disseminate vulnerability information at scale.

Background on Vulnerability Disclosures
While the research community has become more proficient
in discovering vulnerabilities at scale, the notification of af-
fected parties has mostly been treated as a side note, e.g.,
by (author?) [3] and (author?) [2]. In addition, additional
research has been focussing on the notification of infected
rather than vulnerable sites [1, 5]. More recently, both our
own work [6] as well as concurrent research by (author?) [4]
have analyzed the process of notifying vulnerable services at
scale while measuring the exact impact of different variables,
e.g., communication channels or languages.

In our work, we disclosed over 35,000 vulnerable Web sites
to different parties. Next to Trusted-Third Parties (i.e.,
CERTs and a trusted mailing list) and hosting providers of
the vulnerable sites, we also included direct contacts which
use the affected domain as an anchor. To that end, we
notified the domain’s registrant and send emails to generic
aliases (e.g., info@ or security@) for the domain. For the
lookup process of the domain registrant, we used informa-
tion provided from WHOIS entries for each domain. This
data, however, is inherently incomplete: for 18.5% of all do-
mains in our data set, we could not find a point of contact.
Even though our results were statistically significant, the
fix rate was unsatisfactory: at the end of our experiment,
almost 75% of notified domains were still vulnerable.

Our data set consisted of two types of flaws: well-known
WordPress vulnerabilities and previously-unknown Client-
Side XSS flaws. While the WordPress installations were
contained in the Top 1M sites, the Client-Side XSS were
restricted to the Top 10,000 sites. We discovered that the
same notification channels showed interesting differences be-
tween the data sets: while CERTs performed best for the
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high-ranked sites, they performed comparatively bad for the
average WordPress installation. This is likely due to the pri-
ority given by the CERTs to high-ranked Web sites over Top
1M sites. We found that the largest CERT in our data set,
responsible for well over 50% of all domains, only reacted
after the end of our campaign. Similarly, the other indirect
channel, i.e., the providers, performed worst for high-ranked
Web sites. This can in parts be explained by the fact that
the top 5 providers (accounting for approximately 25% of all
domains) did not react upon our notification at all, thereby
stopping the notification effort dead in its tracks.

In concurrent work, (author?) [4] notified administrators
about infrastructure-level vulnerabilities. To that end, they
notified CERTs as well as hosting provider abuse contacts
about publicly accessible industry control systems (ICS),
improperly configured IPv6 firewalls for dual-stack hosts,
and servers susceptible to be used in amplification attacks.
In total, they notified approximately 6,500 entities of the
vulnerabilities they had discovered. To look up the corre-
sponding hosting providers, they also utilized the WHOIS
protocol for the IPs of the vulnerable systems. Depending
on the type of vulnerability, they found that up to 20% of
the hosts in question did not have any information on the
abuse contact for the specific IP range, which underlines the
issues we faced for domain owners. Nevertheless, the hosting
providers performed better than the CERTs.

For ICS and IPv6 they found that their notification cam-
paign improved upon the fix ratio in a statistically signif-
icant manner. However, they found that on top of the
control group, only 11% of the notified contacts fixed the
flaws. Moreover, for the amplifiers, no significant improve-
ment could be observed. Apart from these results, they also
experimented with different message verbosity and a link to
follow-up information. They found that messages describing
the problem in detail in the initial email worked best. The
authors also tried to notify parties in their native language.
Contrary to the intuition, this led to a lower fix rate. The
paper presents anecdotal evidence that a, e.g., German mes-
sage from a US institution rather inspired distrust. For the
specific channels they used, they discovered that contacting
the hosting providers worked best, whereas their own CERT,
i.e.. US CERT, did not act upon their notification at all.

These two works have taken a first look into the prob-
lem space of notification at scale. They come to the same,
unsatisfactory conclusion: the impact on the general vul-
nerability population is very low. Moreover, no long-term
benefits could be observed. In an analysis of the patch be-
havior of WordPress installations, we discovered that the av-
erage time to installing a security patch for sites which pre-
viously acted upon our notification was only slightly lower
than in the control group. We argue that these works have
provided valuable insights into the problems researchers are
faced with. In the following, we therefore discuss open ques-
tions both on technical and human aspects resulting from
the works and show that the community has only scratched
the surface of the notification problem space.

Future Research Directions

In the following, we discuss a number of technical and human
challenges which have to be addressed to allow for more
successful notifications in the future.

Technical Challenges
Dedicated Security Contacts— The previous works have
shown that a number of technical challenges have to be over-
come to allow for successful notifications at scale. Both
works in parts relied on WHOIS to determine contact points,
but could not do so for up to 20% of affected parties. On
top of that, the WHOIS information for IP ranges typically
only features an abuse contact, not a security contact. Al-
though depending on the provider, the abuse and security
team might overlap, we found evidence that our vulnerability
notification were misconstrued as abuse complaints, result-
ing in providers threatening their customers with account
deletion. Hence, we argue that a dedicated security contact
should be established for IP ranges, such that vulnerability
notifications can reach the correct contact.

New Communication Channels— In our study, we di-
rectly notified domain owners and generic email aliases for
the domain in question, i.e., we sent one (owners) and four
(generic) emails for each domain, respectively. At the same
time, we conducted a large-scale analysis, i.e., we notified
almost 18,000 domains this way. The emails we received
throughout our campaign indicate that this massive mail
campaign sometimes caused issues with spam filtering. Even
though we took the necessary precautions in setting up our
mailserver, such issues cannot always be prevented. We
therefore find that sending emails to notify large numbers
of vulnerable parties is far from optimal and new means of
communication channels must be researched. We envision
that this could be done by centralized authorities. Such an
authority could establish trust in a researcher once, allowing
him to then use the infrastructure to notify site owners. An
example of such an infrastructure is the Google Search Con-
sole, which allows domain owners to register their domains
to subsequently get notifications on issues detected on their
sites via the Web interface [5]. In this case, however, ac-
cess to researchers is limited, as only Google can access this
communication channel to reach out to affected parties.

Trustworthiness of Channel— In general, one issue which
can severely impair the success of a notification campaign is
the trust in the disclosed information. In email communica-
tion, such trust can be established in using signed emails, for
which the recipient can verify the chain of trust from a root
to the sender. In general, however, we cannot assume that
all email clients correctly display signatures (e.g., Web mail-
ers) and moreover that the recipient is aware of the concept
of signed emails. In an experiment we conducted after the
end of our study, we found that sending emails containing
all details of the vulnerability lead to fewer fixes compared
to the original notification, where the emails contained links
to a HTTPS-enabled Web site. Since browsers allow users
to easily determine if the connection is secure, information
shared on this trusted site might have been more impactful.
Hence, we argue that any form of architecture used to dis-
close vulnerabilities at scale must ensure that trust in the
resource can be established regardless of the software used
to access it.

All in all, many of the problems discovered in the notifica-
tion efforts could be addressed in a centralized architecture.
Establishing such an infrastructure, which is trusted, can
itself easily establish trust in researchers disclosing vulnera-
bilities, and scales well to a large number of notifications, is
key to ensure more successful notifications in the future.



Human Challenges
Next to technical challenges, the previous works highlighted
that there are also several human challenges to address.
Sender Reputation and User Distrust— Most notably,
when receiving an email from a previously unknown sender,
users might show a certain distrust in the message. The
number of emails which were received, but discarded due to
the recipient’s distrust remains unclear, since neither work
used, e.g., tracking pixels. Although (author?) [1] dis-
cussed that the sender of an email did not have a significant
impact on the success of a notification of malware-infested
sites, we have found evidence to the contrary in our work.
More precisely, the German CERT was more inclined to for-
ward our information, simply because they had dealt with
us before. In addition, we found that some hosting providers
did not react to our notifications to them, but handled the
notifications they received from the CERT. Hence, investi-
gating the impact of the sender’s reputation remains a viable
avenue for future research.
Misunderstood Reports— Another issue are improper
reactions due to the recipient misunderstanding the nature
of the notification. In our work, we found several instances in
which providers threatened to disable accounts for which we
had reported vulnerabilities. Moreover, providers also dis-
abled domains of their customers, simply because they mis-
understood our message about a vulnerability as an abuse
report. Apart from the obvious issue of taking such harsh
action on unchecked abuse reports, the underlying issues for
these misunderstandings should be studied in further detail.
We believe that this again highlights the need to dedicated
security contacts, rather than only abuse contacts.
Subjective Decisions by Intermediaries— The notifi-
cation campaigns conducted by Li et al. and us showed that
using intermediaries such as CERTs often impaired the suc-
cess of a campaign. While the exact reasons for this are not
known, one possible explanation is the priority given to the
incoming reports. The problem here, however, is that this
prioritization is subjectively done by CERT employees. A
vulnerability in WordPress, albeit exploitable in thousands
of domains, might not be seen as important considering that
the domains do not have a high visitor profile. On the other
hand, especially considering the XMLRPC Multicall flaw,
which allows an attacker to easily bruteforce username and
password combinations [6], might be more critical to lower
ranked sites. Under the assumption that the average Word-
Press user is less aware of security issues, they are more
likely to have simple passwords. Hence, an attacker could
more easily compromise such sites, e.g., to then host mal-
ware on them. We believe that such a problem can, however,
only be tackled in conjunction with an architecture which al-
lows disclosure with less human interaction, such that the
workload of CERTS can be reduced.
Improving the Fix Rate— Both Li et al. and we observed
that even when reports for a vulnerable service were viewed,
only about 30-40% of the issues were resolved. Li et al. dis-
cussed a number of possible reasons for this, ranging from
the notification not reaching the proper party to remediate
the flaw to underestimating the impact of a disclosed flaw.
Our findings underline these possible reasons. As an exam-
ple, we found that only 10% of the reports disclosed via the
domain registrants eventually lead to a fixed vulnerability
for the Client-Side XSS flaws. This might be caused by the
fact that the official registrant is a manager rather than a

technician and hence might not understand the underlying
issue. We therefore feel that investigating factors which led
to these relatively low fix rates have to investigated further.
For example, the question arises whether the content of a re-
port should depend on the alleged recipient (e.g., the site’s
security team, a manager, or a regular WordPress user). In
addition, other variables such as message length or chosen
language should be investigated to determine whether these
have significant impact on the fix rate.
Educating Administrators— The previous works have
shown that no long-term improvement could be observed as
an effect to the notifications. Specifically, we could only ob-
serve minuscule differences in the patching behavior of sites
that had successfully acted upon our notification when com-
paring them to the control group. However, in cases where
notifications successfully reached the person that can fix the
flaw, the previous works missed the opportunity to educate
admins about the security of their deployed systems. Hence,
another interesting question is whether a notification in con-
junction with information on general security best practices
can result in a long-term benefit for the affected parties.

Conclusion
In this paper, we mapped the current landscape of large-
scale vulnerability notifications. To that end, we covered
the lessons learnt from two major papers in this area, which
allowed a first glimpse into the problem space. Based on our
observations on the problems these works were faced with,
we presented a number of follow-up questions, in terms of
both technical and human aspects of such notifications. We
argue that much research needs to be conducted to under-
stand how the outlined problems can be tackled and that
only then notifications can have a positive, long-term effect
on the vulnerability ecosystem.
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